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Mock Democratic Convention '84
Nominates Hart And Glenn

Barbara Sigmund, Mayor of Princeton, and Sen. Frank Laufenberg are
guest speakers at convention.

By Marta}aremko
& Heidi Errington
On March 19, 20 and 21 , Wilkins Theatre was transformed into
a tumultuous meeting ground as
Democrats of all races, creeds and
colors gathered for the 1984 Mock
Democratic convention. Although
the event was meant as a role-playing learning experience, the participants seemed to forget the word

,"mock'' and got as ser·ous y im, ved as in a real convention .
The results of ~veryone's efforts
were felt on Wednesday, when the
"Democratic Party" nominated
Gary Hart as candidate for the
President of the United States. The
rul es for nominating a presidential
candidate are as follows: there
must be at least three states that
nominate the candidates; anyone
constitutionally eligible could be
nominated and a majority of 502
votes is needed to win. The vice
president is chosen by a voice
vote.
The nominations for president
ranged from the prominent front
runners such as Gary Hart, Walter
Mondale, and Jesse Jackson to
those that could be best described
as being diverse. The following
candidates were nominated for
president: Gary Hart, Walter Mondale, Jesse Jackson, John Glenn,
Sen . Bill Bradley, Adlai Stevenson
Jr., Coach Dean Smith of North
Carolina, Ernest Hollings, Bozo
the Clown, Joe Gibbs, George
Busby, George McGovern and the
Hawaiian delegation nominated
Don Ho.
The iirsi. ballot for the presidential candidate left Hart, Glenn and
Mondale as the front runners . After
two ballots were taken, Hart won
with a 503 majority vote after the
state of III i nois moved 21 of its vote
from Glenn to Hart. This move
caused opposition from many delegates, who felt that one state
should not be able to change their
vote and decide the nominee. The
entire Florida delegation along
with others left the convention in
protest.
Sandy Gluchoski, delegate from
Mississippi, said she felt that it was
rude (for the delegates to leave)
and after the amount of work that
went into the convention that it
"was sad that something like this
happened ."
The delegates did, however, return to a voice vote for the vice
president. The following were

nominated for vice preside.nt: Sen .
Bill Bradley, Walter Mondale, Ted
Kennedy, John Glenn, Andrew
Young, Maurice Ferrara, and Jesse
Jackson . The majority chose Glenn
for vice president.
Bob Traeger, delegate from
Iowa, wanted to nominate Ronald
Reagan for president. "We are here
to nomini\te someone to go against
Reagan in '84, to get him out of of-

fi e. It goes against the grain,"
commented Ed Jude, president of
Student Org. After a heated discussion with Dr. Israel and many other
delegates, Traeger declined his
nomination. Traeger told the Independent that he did it because he
foun d there was a lot of Republican support present at the convention .
The first night of the convention
was for preliminary convention
business. Buzz Whelan , Acting
Temporary Chair, presided over
the proceedings that night. Dean
of Arts and Sciences, T. Felder
Dorn led the assembly in a prayer.
Ed Jude gave a spirited speech in
which he denounced the cu rrent
administration and encouraged
students to put their best effort forward at the convention . "Don't
think of you rselves as students just
role playing ... think of yourselves as the players that are actually going to se lect the next democratic nominee to face Ronald
Reagan in 1984. If we all feel it, if
we express it, we will be it!"
Jude also went on to say that
". . . I come before you tonight not
to praise Ronald Reagan but to
bury him!!!" and that "We must
defei!t Ronald Reagan in 1984!"
Following Jude's addre5s, Barbara Nevar, president of Councii
for Part-Time Students (and delegate from the Buckeye State),
greeted the students with a wish for
good luck and a good time.
Barbara Jenkins, of the Crendtials Committee, then proceeded
to take a roll call of each state's delegates - the total was 201. Chairman of the Rules Committee, John
Fernandez, informed members of
the general rules which govern the
convention.
The introduction of the speaker
was given by Barbara Boggs Sigmund, Mayor of Princeton, who
also added her best wishes for the
success of the convention. Sen.
Frank Lautenberg (D-N .J.) was
greeted by enthusiastic applause
and descending red, white and

blue balloons. In his speech, Sen.
Lautenberg echoed Jude's criticism of the Reagan administration
and told about his "rags to riches"
life which he credits to the American Democratic Party.
Following Sen . Lautenberg's
speech were the nominations of
the permanent chairperson. The
following people were nominated :
Brian Moran, Ed Jude, Gus Garcia
and Lisa Henningsen. After a ro1I
call vote, Henningson was chosen
by the majority; as her vice chairperson Henningson chose Brian
Moran .
On the second night of the conventio,, the party's platforms were
introduced. Michael Suleski , chair
of the platform committee, read
the 1984 Platform Draft. The foreign policy plank called for strong
United States policy for constructive changes in South Africa, restructuring the United States policies in the Middle East and cooperation with the Soviet Union . An
amendment submitted by the
Hawaiian delegation called for the
United states to revert back to an
isolationism policy . There was
much debate over the two policies
and after a short recess the original
policy was passed with no amend-

amendment on the restriction of
fore ign import cars and to establish
an import tariff to protect the jobs
of the American auto system .
The Kan sas delegation pointed
out that Ameri ca would not have
an import problem "if we would
build a quality product. " Also
added by the Hawaiian delegation
was the fact that companies such
as Chrysler build cars overseas and
under the amendment would no
longer be able to do so . In turn, this
would be hurting the American
economy . Therefore the amendment was defeated and the original
proposal was adopted.
The environment and human
rights planks were adopted with no
debate.
A brief debate followed the summation of the education plank,
which is summarized as equal opportunity for all to have a quality
education and that there should be

not cover bilingual education, vocational education, educational
tax credits, etc. Since no amendment was presented the plank was
not adopted .
Although there was some opposition to the abortion plank, that
abortion should not be legal and
paid for by federal funds, the plank
was passed intact.
Two additional proposals, separation of church and state and a
national drinking age of 21 were
both passed.
Although the Mock Democratic
Convention does not govern the
Democratic Party's choices, it
does have a successful track record
of accurately predicting the party's
nominees since 1972. The seriousness and enthusiasm of the participants was much like that of a real
convention, according to Tara
Higgins of Ohio (the Buckeye
State). Barbara Nevar, also of the

ment.

During the debate the Florida
delegation interrupted the pro-

ceedi ngs to demand an apology
from the New Jersey delegation for
Hispanic racial slurs.
The national defense platform
can be summed up with "military
intervention should be seen only
as a necessity when our national
security and that of our allies is in
danger." No amendment was presented and after a short debate the
original proposal was adopted.
The economy plank basically
states that the Democratic Party
"will initiate legi slation to provide
incentives for our industries to retool and re-equip every five years ."
The state of Michigan submitted an

The Buckeye State caucauses in lobby of Wilkins Theatre.
desegregated schools. The major- Buckeye State, said, "This was not
ity of delegates were dissastisfied · just a fun experience, but a wonwith the plank arguing that it did derful educational experience. "

The New Student Org. President
tration and Education. What I
would like to do is teach at the high
school level .

~

Joe Hawley,
President Elect of Student Org.

By Mina Botash
The following is an interview
conducted by the Independent
with the newly elected president of
Student Organization, Joe Hawley.

run for the position ofpresident.

A. I decided to run because I
was concerned with the OrganizaQ. What past experiences have tion. I was asked by several people
you had that would qualify you for to do it. At first I turned away from
the idea, but after thinking about it,
your newly acquired position?
A. At Kean , I've been an honor I knew I could do the job. I didn' t
student, on the Dean's List, and a know that it was something I
member of the History Hdnor Soci- wanted to donate a lot of time to.
ety. I' ve been active in Student After sitting down and talking
Council and Student Government. about it, I felt I was the choice that
I' m president of Residents Associa- could come in there and take over
tion, Vice President of my class. what has been going on.
Q . Many people have said you
I'm a member of the Athletic
Board, fev---d Service Board and had the election in the bag. Do you
Ad-Hoc Developmentai Studies feel that you did? Were you confident?
Committee.
A. Whatever I do I always feel
Q . What role did you play as
confident with it. I always know I
President of Residents Associacould do just about anything, but I
tion?
really didn't feel that confident, a
A. It wasn't only due to my
lot of people around me did. You
work but also the work of my Executive Board, we made a lot of never know what can happen
especially at a campus like this. I
changes within the housing area.
We started getting a lot of input happen to know most of the residents, but I didn't know how many
into the decision making process.
We started getting things done that people my opponent knew in the
commuter area . That's what I was
haven't been getting done in a
while . There is now a change of concerned about.

Q. You'vedonealotfortheReQ . What is your major? What administration within the housing
sidents Association, do you think
office.
are your plans after graduation?
(Continued on page 5)
Q. What made you decide to
A. My major is Public Adminis-
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A roster of NCandidates for Graduation" for June 7, 1984 is now posted in Townsend Hall, outside Room T- 106. Applicants for degrees include: 457-Bachelor of
Arts; JBS-Bachelor of Science; 27-Bachelor of Social Work; 15-Bachelor of Science in Nursing.
If you applied for a June 1984 diploma, kindly check to make sure your name
appears on the list.
All candidates for 1984 graduation (February, June and August) are invited to participate in the June 1984 commencement ceremony. Invitations will be issued by
the office of the Dean of Students .

Career Planning & Placement Center
The Career Planning and Place- Utf1ce, please visit us to check out 1 3.'84 Federal Bureau of Investigament Office receives numerous these very valuable opportunities. tion: All majors; **4/ 13/84 AT&T
amounts of material that may be of A few include the Dow Jones Technologies: Computer Science
interest to you , The following is a Newspaper Fund, Inc. Summer In- majors (submit resumes by 4/13/
sampling of the type of information tern Program, Dorset Theater Festi- 84); 4/25/84 Bloomingdale's: All
available in our office.
val Apprentice Program, Appel majors, retailing background preGRE Applications
. Farm Arts and Musical Center, Inc. ferred; *4/26/84 People Express:
If you are considering Graduate Summer Internship, etc.
All majors; 4/27/84 Internal ReveSchool in the near future, it is usuEducational Opportunity Day
. nue Service: Accounting majors;
ally required that you take the
Kean College of New Jersey 4/30/84 N ew York City Board of
Graduate Record Examination . along with other New Jersey state Education: All Education majors; *
. The GRE application forms are on colleges will sponsor the third An- 4/30/84 RG IS- Inventory Specialfile in the CPP Office.
nual Educational Opportunity Day ists: All majors.
G MAT Applications
at Rutgers University on Wednes*Part-time and/or summer jobs
lf you are considering a day, May 2, 1984.
for undergraduates. **Interviews
Graduate Business School to obSchool recruiters from New Jer- for those chosen will be held later
tain a Master's degree in Business sey, and the Middle-Atlantic at the company.
Administration, it may be neces- states, and some from the West
sary for you to take the Graduate and South will also be on hand to
W orkshop Schedule for
Management and Admissions Test interview prospective teachers.
April, 1984
to be considered for possible adIf you are looking for a teaching
Career D evelopment Workshop
mission. The GMAT application position, the program will provide Wed., 4/25/84
9:30-1 :00
forms are also available in the CPP a good opportunity for employResume W riting
Office.
ment. For further information, foes. , 4/3/84
11 :00-12:00
Since the filing of these applica- please pick up a detailed brochure Thurs., 4/12/84
10:00-11 :00
tions must be accomplished by intheCPPOffice.
Wed ., 4/25/84
2:00-3:00
certain dates, it is recommended
RecruitmentSchedulefor
Interviewing Techniques
that you plan early so that you
April, 1984
Wed ., 4/4/84
1 :30-2 :30
allow yourself sufficient time to
4/3/84
Riverside
Hospital: Tues. , 4/10/84
3:00-4:00
properly apply to Graduate Nursing; 4/4/84 Hershey Choco- Thurs ., 4/26/84
5:00-6 :00
School.
late Company: Management SciJob Hunt Workshop
Summer Internship at
ence majors with interest in sales; 4/ Mon ., 4/2/84
10:00-11 :00
American University
6/84 John Hancock Mutual Life In- Thurs., 4/12/84
11 :00- 12:00
If you would like to spend the surance Company: Management Tues., 4/24/84
2:00-3:00
summer in a productive way and Science, Fioance and Marketing;
Placement Credential Workshop
· are interested in gaining more 4/10/84 United Counties Trust Every Thursday at 1 :40 p.m . and
career awareness, American Uni- Company: Management Science, 4 :30p.m.
versity is offering summer inter- Accounting and Finance; 4/11 /84
New Location
nships for interested students . For Irvington Board of Education:
The Career Planning and Placemore information about this par- Math, Science, Speech & Hearing ment Office is now located on the
ticular internship and the many Education
majors;
*4/12/84 East Campus, second floor balmore we receive daily in the CPP , Warner Cosmetics: All majors; 4/ cony area of the Library .

Please note: August candidates for the degree are not yet posted. The Registrar's
Office is still accepting applications for August graduation.

THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY

RUTGERS
Careers in Industrial Relations
and Human Resources Management
Explore the Master of Science Degree in Industrial Relations and Human Resources at Rutgers University with our
faculty and alumni at a CAREER NIG HT on April 5, 1984
from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Rutgers Labor Education Center,
New Brunswick, N.J.
Forfurther information and directions, call : (201) 932-9022.
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In a little less than two weeks we
will be taking our spring break.
Some people will be making a temporary migration to their favorite
vacation place, others will be staying home to take care of personal
affairs and a few others will be
catching up with school work.
Whatever your particular situation
may be, take time out for yourself.
Allow your human batteries to get
recharged for the last half of this
semester.
Perhaps, the spring break is the
time to begin getting into physical
shape for the summer, looking for
a possible summer job placement,
begin your preparation for the
graduation commencement or
look for an apartment. Certainly, it
is the time to put away your winter

clothing in order to get adjusted to
the warm weather that lies ahead.
You have roughly one week to
make the best of the brief recess
that will be coming very soon .
Make the best of the time that you
have to work, play, progress and
prepare for the last five weeks of
the semester.
The CounseliAg Center is open
Monday- Friday 9 :00 - 5:00. W e
are located in the Book Store
Building Room 126. Our phone
number is 527-2082 .
Announcement:
The Counseling Center has a
collection of self-help relaxation
tape cassettes. covering the following topics:
Control Drinking Habits, How
to Make a Decision , Taking
Exams, Stop Smoking, Freedom
from Worry; Divorce, Stop Being

Angry, The Strength Test, Good
Health, Memory Improvement,
Concentration,

Freedom

from

Drugs, Relaxation, Fear o{ Failure
and Success, Tough Love and Improve your Study Habits. If you
would like to listen to any of these
tapes, you may do so by coming to
the Counseling Center and leave
us your drivers license. We will return your license when you return
the tape cassette.
The Growth Group, which
meets on Thursdays at 3:00 p.m. ,
is being reopened to the general
public. If you still wish to participate in this group, now is the time .
The Counseling Center's Student Advisory Board will sponsor
an activity on Holistic Health in
May. If you wish to get further information on this event please call
527-2082 .

Council for Part-Time Students
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CAMPUS REP

The music for the evening is by
Dvorak and Ellington, with a little
Watch out, the BUCKET is com- jazz, reggae, gospel and Caribing! The Cultural Arts Program bean flavor. The dance company
Board , CAPB, proudly presents the will also present a master class on
Bucket Dance Theatre on Mon-, April 3rd, in D'Angola Gym. Adday, April 2, in Wilkins Theatre at mission is free.
8:15 p.m . Admission is $2 .50 for
On April 4, at 8:15 in Wilkins
students, faculty and staff with Theatre, Repertorio Espanol , New
I.D., and $5.00 for non-students. York's Spanish Repertory Theatre

presents HAVANA SINGS, a musical anthology. Free tickets are required .
On April 4, at 12 :00 p.m . the
Woman Talk Series, in conjunction with the English Department,
presents
Alicia
Ostriker
in
WOMAN POETS IN AMERICA, in
the Alumni Lounge. Admission is
Free.

1 Student Activities
II
I

-·--·I
---1

I
L__________ JI __________ J
CAMPUS REP

That's it for now from the "Buck.eye State. "

The Council for Part-Time Students has been working for over a
year to have Kean College recognize Part-Time Students on the
Dean's list. We are proud to announce that on Tuesday, March
20th, 1984, the Faculty Senate approved our request. The motion
that was passed is as fol lows:
Matriculated
undergraduate
Part-Time Students who achieve at
least a 3.45 average ai the end of
a major term taking at least six (6)
semester hours for which they receive a letter grade during a major
semester shall be placed on a
Dean 's list for Part-Time Students.
The motion must still be presented to Vice-President Haselton
for his approval. This is a step in

Pr ices are one way from N.Y. Fli ghts atso
from Bos to n, Philadelphia , Balt lm ore and

I

the right direction, however the
Council for Part-Time Students will
still work towards ONE Dean's list.
The criteria being that any PartTime Student accumulating 12
credits or more from the fall and
spring semester be included in the
Dean's list in the end of the spring
semester. The Council would like
to thank the Kean College community ·that supported us in our lon"g
fight, includlr:g the racuity Senate,
ine Board of Trustees, and the O ffice of the Vice-President of Student Services. Part-Time students,
this is a great day!! LET YOUR
VOICE BE HEARD through a letter
to the Independent.
The Mock Democratic Convention is now a memory. But what a
memory. The Council partially
funded this event and is extremely

By Barbara Nevar

[ I Best Buy Charters
Ll London from $185
LI Paris from $209
U Amsterdam from $219

By Manny Ade/eye

proud of Dr. Israel and his staff for
making the convention three days
of hard work, fun and education.
We represented the state of Ohio,
and supported John Glenn, out
Senator, for President. New York,
Michigan, Florida, Texas, Puerto
Rico, Ohio, and many other states
formed a coalition for Glenn
which made the cor:ver.tion very
exciting.
We are aware of the problems
(which you will undoubtedly hear
about) but remember that the Chair
and the committee are not professionals, they are students like ourselves, and with the time constrictions involved, DID A TREMENDOUS JOB .
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Speak Out
Did you vote in the Student Org.
Executive Board elections?

KEEN
ON
KEAN

By Mina Botash
photos by Laura Sosna

by Manny Cantor
A Major Goal of Kean College's Mission

"To provide wide access to educational opportunities for students of
differing backgrounds and abilities through alternative modes of instruction and a climate most conducive to learning and human development. " This is the language of objective number four, Chapter
One, entitled Kean College's Mission, in the self-study prepared in
1980 for the Commission on Higher Education and the Middle States
Association of Colleges and Schools.
One of the reasons I have been so keen on Kean is my conviction that
the administration , faculty and staff of this college have striven with
considerable success to fulfill this objective . Nevertheless, trends and
developments reported in the press and in educational journals in the
past year or so created concern that Kean College might be diverted
from this goal.
All costs connected with a college education have risen - tuition,
Clarence
N.M.C.111
Kris Logie
books, housing, living expenses, transportation. At the same time there '
"Student
Org
.
controls
over
a
l
/2
" I voted . Two of my friends were
Kim lynch
were significant reductions in student financial assistance. These facrunning. Tom Pareso and Clarence million dollar budget. If you want " No. I didn't even know who the
tors spurred enrollment in lower-cost public colleges closer to home.
your
money
spent
right
you
should
Coggins . I was disappointed they
people were. I saw the signs Many state colleges were reported increasingly selective about the
were running against each other. I vote for your candidates. Plus I around and I was talking to my
people they admit. Thoughtful educators voiced the fear that the losers,
ran.
"
made a choice but I won't say
friends, we didn' t know who these in the face of these developments, would be disadvantaged students,
who .
people were . We said why vote? especially those from minority groups.
We don' t see these people walking
Last week the College Board , which sponsors the S.A.T. , reported in
around campus telling us who they its annual profile of high school seniors that the percentage of blacks
are and what they want to do."
among all college students has fallen from a high of 9.1 percent in 1980
to 8.8 percent last September. "We' re in a state of alarm," said Robert
L. Albright, president of Johnson D . Smith University in Charlotte,
N .C. , and an advisor on minority affairs to the College Board. "With
the cutbacks in Federal student aid , a lot of students didn't apply, and
with the new emphasis on rising standards, the problem is likely to get
worse in the future ." From 1975 to 1980 the percentage of all college
freshmen who were black rose to 9. 1 percent from 7. 9 percent, but has
been declining since.
Last month the Board of Higher Education warned that colleges in
New Jersey face sanctions by the state unless they reverse a sharp de-·
dine in the number of black undergraduates enrolled in New Jersey had
dropped by 9 percent in the last three years, from 18,388 in 1980 to
16,699 in 1983 . Albert Merck of Mendham, a Board member from Red
Tina Copland
Bank, was concerned that the drop might result from attitudes among
"I don't believe that the elections
college admissions officers and other officials. Among the state colserved the purpose that it was Dawn Marable
Steven Hillson
leges, Jersey City and Kean have nearly 40 percent of the total black
"I didn't vote because I didn't planned to serve. I don't believe "I wasn't aware of the voting till
students attending all nine colleges. The Board's report showed the
the
organization
has
as
much
fiknow anything about the candithat day. Everyone came and number of Hispanic students increased from 8,418 to 10, 158 in the last
. dates. The only thing worse than nancial power and ability as they shoved things in my hand that I rethree years.
not voting, is voting unintelli- proclaim to have. That's why I ally didn't read. No one took the
Below are percentages and frequency distribution for Kean College,
didn't
partake
in
the
election
."
gently."
time to explain the issues to me. I from 1979 to 1983, provided by the Office of Institutional Research:
was unfamiliar with who was running."
Full-Time

'"

1979
1980
1961
1982
1983
Black, non-Hispanic l 4.8-16314.7-16016.7-20812.5-123 lQ.7-115
Hispanic
10.7-11713 .9-152 9.5-118 12.5-12313.0- 140
Freshmen

Full-Time
Undergraduates

Black, non-Hispanic 12.7-78012.1-72313.6-834 12. 7-73310. 9-646
Hispanic
7.5-459 8.7-521 9.4-576 9.3-544 9.2-544
Part-Time
Undergraduates

Black, non-Hispanic
Hispanic

8.8-437 9.3-464 10.2-526 9.8-515 8.7-455
6.1-302 6.8-337 7.2-372 7.3-383 7.4-388

Total
Undergraduates

Black, non-Hispanic 11.0-121710.9-118712 .0-136011.2-1248 9.9-1101
6.8-761 7.9-858 8.4-948 8.3-927 8.4-932
Hispanic

Gary Grunden
Ernie Kully

"Yes I did vote. I pay two dollars for
student fees, total $415,000 we're
budgeting. We should have the
right to say who should have control of it."

" I voted in the election because I Mark Yablonsky
felt the people who were running "I did vote, I feel no matter how big
represent me and the school. I felt or small a level is, everyone has a
the best people should be in the of- right to vote . In one way or another
fices, not the ones who win by he or she should express his opinion."
popularity."

WOMANTALK SERIES
sponsored by
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
APRIL4
ALUMNI LOUNGE 12:00

"Women Poets
in America"
In conjunction with the
English Department.
Alicia Ostriker, Poet and Critic

The Financial Aid Office has information and a limited number of
applications for the following
scholarships:
1.) The Advertising Club of
North Jersey Scholarship for advertising, journalism or marketing
students. Deadline - April 30,
1984.
2.) Pollsh University Club of
New Jersey Applicants must be
residents of New Jersey and must
be of Polish descent. Deadline April 15, 1984.
3.) New York State Regents
Physician Shortage Scholarships Applicants must have been
a legal resident of New York State
for one year prior to September 1,
1984. Deadline-May 4, 1984.
Students should come to the Financial Aid Office for further information and application forms.

Graduate
Students

Black, non-Hispanic
Hispanic

8.0-193 7.2-166 7.8-168 7.8-146 7.1-128
4 .2-193 7.6-175 7.8-169 9.7-182 11.1-200

These figures show that Kean College has had a smaller decline in
total black undergraduate enrollment that the state average, 7.2% from
1980 to 1983, as against 9% for the state in the same period . But the
decline forfull-time first-time freshmen from 1980 to 1983 is a troubling
28%. For the first time, Hispanic full-time first-time freshmen outnumber incoming black students.
·
The 1980 Census Profile of New Jersey, published October, 1983 by
Princeton Urban and Regional Research Center, points out tha "In New
Jersey, just as in the nation, we find that blacks and Hispanics have considerably younger populations on average than the white majority
population ." Kean College draws its student body mainly from three
counties, Union, Essex and Middlesex. It is in those areas contiguous
to Kean that you have had an influx of Hispanics.
The answer to declining black enrollment in college I would seek in
the factors of worsening economic conditions for black families in New
Jersey. The recently-released study by the New Jersey Public Policy Research Institute shows that unemployment, including access to jobs, is
the greatest problem facing the black community. Unemployment
among black teenagers in this state continues to exceed 50 percent.
If you're naive, you' ll accept Defense Secretary Weinberger's explanation for the fact that blacks, who make up 12 percent of the population, account for one third of the Army . He says the "biggest factor" is
the surge of patriotic feeling "that it's an honor to wear the uniform
again ," and the statistics reflect "the basic patriotism of black volunteers."
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From The Editor's Desk
Playing by the Rules

Dear Editor,
I'd like to take this space to make others aware ofan occurence
which distresses me: groups chanting, yelling and screaming in
the Quad between the hours ofmidnight and four a. m.
Granted, college is a place for academics as well as for a rich
social life, but must this right to a social life be exercised in front
of 1,000 sleeping people? Hell Week is understandable, however
this activity goes on for 4-6 weeks every semester.
There are many places on this campus away from sleeping
people where the activity could take place, if it must, at these
hours. Why not pick a spot other than the Quad?
I have nothing against sororities and fraternities. They are a
great part of campus life and activity. However, I have a right to
study and to sleep at night, just as you have social rights. Won't
you please consider this?
Thank you,
Name Withheld by Request
This letter was written by a Sozio Hall resident. A total of seventeen letters have come to this office, complaining about the noise
and behavoir of these groups. All of the authors have asked for

Al I Male Review
Dear Editor:
We, the Sisters of Rho Sigma Chi, thank the Independent for the article that was written about our All Male Review (March 5, 1984). We
however wish it to be known to the college that the Revue was a contest
and the winner fo r the second year in a row was Mark Di.Carcia of Sigma
Beta Tau. Mark once again stu nned the women of the audience with
his magnificent dancing and had all of the women wanting more. W e
wish to let him know that he is always number one with us.
Thank you,
The Sisterhood of
Rho Sigma Chi

A Club I Can
Run Away With
Dear Editor,
I would like to praise the Department of Intramural- Recreational
Sports for organizing the Track and Field/Cross Country Club. Many
other students and I participated o n track teams in high school. When
we came to Kean there were no running sports.
I hope that the cl ub gets the attendance that it needs to become an
intercolleg·iate team . I am very grateful to the Department.
My Thanks
MarkSaake

The Rain In Spain
Stays Mainly On The Plain
Dear Editor :
Among the numero us programs Kean College offers, one of the most
important is " English as a Second Language ." It helps students to progress in various areas of English such as grammar, spelling, and reading.
Besides, it develops self-confidence among those non-English speaking
students. Because of ESL, they will better understand what they are
doing. As time passes, ESL students will also have enough confidence
to take regular English courses. As a foreign student from Colombia,
S.A., I recommend that the State of N .J . maintains the ESL program because.it gives students a better c hance for an education.
·
Sincerely yours,
Carlos Salem

their. name to be withheld, because they're afraid to have their
identity become known. According to the Greek Cooperative
Council (G.C.C.), fraternities and sororities are forbidden to conduct pledging within the Quad area, yet little seems to be done
to the offenders.
It shouldn't matter that a majority of the letters cited black and
Latin fraternities and sororities as the organizations in question.
This activity should be stopped, if performed in the Quad area.
Many residents, like the author of the letter above, "have a right
to sleep at night." A combined effort of the campus police, the
G.C.C. and Student Organization is called for.
The cost to live on campus increases every year and residents
are disturbed by this situation. This editor joins them in asking for
this behavior to be stopped in the Quad area.

Senior Directory
Dear Editor:
The Class of 1983 will not be receiving a yearbook! This is now a fact,
so lets stop trying to figure out who to blame and band together to put
out the Senior Directory as soon as possible.
If we all pitch in, the 1983 graduating seniors will at least have something to remember their years 3t Kean with .
The Council for Part-Time Students is ready to help, how about you?
Contact our office at 527-2228 or Student Organization at 289-6200
if you would like to help.
'
Barbara Nevar
President, Council for Part-Time Students
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Words Of Thanks
Dear Editor,
Dear Editor:

"ea-

At this time I would like to take the opportunity to thank and express
my appreciation to all those people connected with the Ice Hockey
team; for making this, my first season here at Kean, a memorable one.
The players, fans, trainers and administrators who helped make this
season one to be proud of, and one with a bright future. Though our
record was below .500%, none the le~s we should look upon the past
campaign with eyes that look to the future. For despite all, we did
accomplish a lot, making strides towards improvement and we should
be very optimistic about next season .
The fans we had, a small group of hardcore supporters are to be
thanked for their support and enthusiasm. They sat through some cold
and difficult evenings during our first half of the season. I am glad that
we could reward them with an exciting and winning second half of our
schedule. These people, students and parents, were there, home and
away, cheering and encouraging. Though small, at many times they
sounded like hundreds. They would always pick the team up and provide encouragement.
The administrators, those who backed our program with funds, providing our budget and expenses should be thanked for their effort. The
trainers who were there at all times, incuding one in the morning, the
girls who ran the scoreboards and kept the stats are all to be commended.
Above all, I would like to thank my players. The young men who
never let up. Who despite suffering through a dismal start, never lost
their determination, their sense of humor or their desire. They proved
that in the end, hard work and perseverance will reward itself. It can
be a rather difficult situation when a new coach takes over a team .
Players get used to doing things one way and are not used to new
ideas. But these players made me feel welcome from the start. We built
and worked together, they listened and proved that in the end our system could work. They put their trust in their captains and coach and
helped make this a most enjoyable experience for me.
Lastly, I want to thank my wife, Susan, who allowed me to live out
a fantasy and fulfill a dream I had . She put up with my going to practice
the day after our wedding, late practices, evenings alone and many
phone calls. Through it all she smiled. She became involved and annoucned the games at the rink and proved to be a great help to me.
I am already looking forward to next season with great expectation.
For the future of this team, of our program here and hockey in general
at Kean is one we could all be proud of. One which could excel and
grow into a fine hockey program that we could all be as proud of as
lam.

I would like to commend your staff of sports writers on the fine job they do putting
together the sports page . However, in future issues, I would like to see more varied
aspects of sports written . Many times you emphasize women's basketball and neglect
other areas in the sport's arena . Kean's women deserve recognition for their accompl ishments, but many other talented athletes shou ldn't be shortchanged . We
want to learn more about them and their sports.
Steven Tsetsekas

Democracy With A Small d
Dear Editor

If you have read the Foreign Policy platform of the "Mock" Convention , you can
understand why, with its inconsistencies, it was soundly defeated (you cannot have
co-operation and dialogue, and divorce of diplomatic relations simultaneous ly).
The National Defense policy was closed without the delegates being informed of
any rules .
After recess, rules were established and the Foreign Policy issue was again re-in troduced, with aye votes only (you know that old trick " Heads I win, tails you lose").
It was decided by the Chair and the platform committee that the ayes have it.
I as a member of a delegation and a democrat with a sma ll "d," felt this type'of action
should not got by without a voice of protest. I was that voice . If I did not do whatever
I could to point out that injustice, I would not be ...
Mae Seiger Goldstein

Words Of Thanks
Dear Editor:

Words fail me when I try to state how appreciative I am of the wonderful group of
students who gave so much of themselves for the 1984 Mock Convention. A participatory event like this is a reflection of everyone who was there, which is a way
of saying that everyone who was there was great, but the following shou ld be recognized for doing so much, so thoughtfully, to make this extravaganza a success.
Barbara Jenkins, the Mayor of Princeton (and President of the Political Science
Club) took re sponsibi lity and I cou ld not respect her more. John Fernandez, Chair of
the Mock Convention Committee, was tireless and intelligent. Mike Suleski wrestled
valiently with the voluminous platform . These three were leaders.
No one had a tou gher job than Lisa Henningsen, the Chairperson , and she was
great! She has guts. Fran Furlong and Li sa Cybulski put out a pro quality daily newspaper.
Also, the following took on various roles and realy came through: Rebeca Aragon,
Joyce Fernandez, Andy Fink, Joanna Howard, Gene Perrotta , Maria Rivas, and Ben
Trebilcock. And, oh yes, Dave Seiden helped too.
It is a privilege to be a faculty member of a college that has students such as these.
Michael Israel
Political Science Dept.,
Mock Convention Faculty Advisor

Very truly yours,
Gary T. Lombardo
Ice Hockey Coach
Kean College of N.J.

.•

Joe Hawley

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. most of your votes came from residents?

Hotline
By Steve Guttman
The last signs of winter disappear as the snow slowly melts
away and the weather turns
warmer outside. People shed their
winter clothes, switching to brighter, breezier outfits, and as we enter
the first day of spring, other signs
are just around the corner; frisbees
being tossed, spring training in the
major leagues, birds flying north,
house cleaniogs and garage sales .
Another sign of spring is the Hotline open house. This semester it
will be on Wednesday, March
28th from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
Hotline Office, room CC141 in the
College Center. This will be a very
prime time to tour the Hotline and
meet the very special people who
volunteer there, but that's not all,
there will be a wide variety of pamphlets ranging from marijuana to
suicide, also light refreshments
will be served . Don't miss the
chance to check us out.
On April 2, the Community Outreach will have another bake sale
with the many freshly baked
home-made cookies and cakes .
This will be on Monday, April 2 in
the College Center and will be run
from11 a.m.to4p.m .
The recent bake sa le a'nd jewelry
sale were both very successful and
don't forget the next Hotline
jewelry sale wh ich is on Thursday,
March 29th in the College Center.

Financial Aid
Office
Foreign Student Scholarship

Applications for the 1984-85
academic year are currently avail.
able in the Financial Aid and Special Student Services Offices. The
application deadline is May 15,
1984.
Summer Financial Aid Application

Available in the Financial Aid
Office beginning April 2, 1984. A
1983-84 FAAF must be on record
in the Financial Aid Office before
your application can be evaluated .
For proper consideration we
suggest you r application be submitted by May 1, 1984.
College Work-Study and
Student-Aid Applications

Summer job applications and
1984-85 academic year applications will become available on
Monday, April 2, 1984. A 1984-85
FAF must be on record before
one's eligibility for academic year
employment can be determined.
Guaranteed Student Loan
Applications

Applications for GSLs covering
Summer Session 1984 only are
being received in the Financial Aid
Office. Applications for the 198485 academic year may require a
revised application which is not
currently available. The 1984-85
application will be accepted beginningJune 1, 1984.

rr=

A. Yes . A lot of our votes did
come from them. But I think I still
got a lot of votes from commuters .
Even to this day people come and
say we voted for you . My main
concern was that not a lot of
people were in tune with what's
going on in campus. It was a commuter student vs . a resident student. Usually residents end up
winning because people in residence halls tend to be more active.

(Continuedfrompage 1)

A. I think it was the experience
vs . inexperience. You can't walk
into an organization without
knowing the mechanics of it. Or at
least have a basic understanding of
how the funds are spent and who
you have to deal with when you
get there. John didn't even know
Student Org. funded the funded
groups, in the beginning. I was really concerned about that. You
can't criticize anybody, I didn't do
it, even though people told me to.

Q. As president, what plan do
Q. You mentioned that a lot of you have on making your main

students don't know what is going
on around campus. There seems to
be a lot ofgrowing student apathy.
Do you have any ideas that would
help lessen it?
A. The only way you can overcome student apathy is for each
group to contribute. To try and
help overcome the problem too. It
can't be one or two people to go
around .

project, for next year?
A. The possible renovation of
the Student Center. It's not feasible
to start to construct a new student
center. Hopefully a referendum
will be held at the end of this
semester or the beginning of next
semester, to see if the student body
will consider an additional fee. I
feel we do need a new center,
that's one of the priorities.

with. This year there's been a lot of
ill feelings between various groups
and Student Org. What I would try
to do is not interfere with the
groups but be hopeful that we
could sit down and talk things out
to find out where the problem is.
When people are told they have to
attend a meeting otherwise they
get their funds frozen , how effective can that organization be.
Hopefully we can devise some
kind of method where we could
get the funded groups together,
without threats to suspend funds.
That's one thing, we have to find a
method to bring funded Groups
and Student Org. together.

Q. Even if that means abolishing the Funded Group Advisory
Board?
A . That was a step in the right
direction, it could have been effective if they went about things the
right way.

Q . Is that all you would
Q. How do you feel about the
Q. By groups do you mean
present Executive Board and the change?
clubs and activities on campus?
A . I don't agree with them all
A . Yes.
Funded
groups, way it has been run this past year?
sororities, fraternities. I noticed at
the Campus Awareness Festival
some groups do a rea lly good job
and some groups just sit there. Just
to sit there in order to get their
funds. They' re not really that motivated at all. The majority of the
work to wipe out student apathy
has to come from the student
group.

A. Student Org. has done a
good job this year. It's one of the
better administrations since 1974.
Student Activism started coming
back again, where Stu.dents had a
voice in various things . The Executive Board has done a lot for students on this campus.

Q. What would you have done
Q . What was the strongest differently?
A. Funded groups is one area I
point you possessed that led you to
would try to ii:r_iprove relations
win the election?

the time ., Under Ed Jude they've
done a lot for the individual studnets. They have gained recognition as one of the most active student governments.

Q. Do you think you can live
up to that?
A . I think so. I'm happy with the
make-up of the Executive Board.
There are a few new people . This
board is not too experienced. It' ll
be tough in the beginning, but I
learn fast.
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Concert: Kean's Hoyle and Feldinan Play Wilkins
By Sylvia Kashdan
Beauty found expression on the
stage of the Wilkins Theatre Saturday, March 17, in an evening performance by William Feldman,
pianist, and Ted Hoyle, cellist.
Their virtuosic abilities, aesthetic
insights, and sensitivity that produces not just notes, but the meaning of the notes, created a rapport
with the audience . Those who really listened became a part of what
they were hearing, what cannot be
expressed in words. The result was
a rare glow of pleasure that lasted
long after the encores were over.
The program itself contributed

to the aura: selections included
two works of Spanish composers,
"Sonata in G Major" by Sammartini , and " Requiebros" by Cassada. "Sonata for Violincello and
Piano" by Shostakovitch represented the twentieth century
more aggressively . After intermission , the duo played Bach 's
"Adagio" from "Toccata in C
Major" transcribed from the organ
version by Siloti , followed by
Franck's "Sonata in A Major," the
jewel of the evening.
The total program reflected the
performers' joy in the romantic
idiom . Even the Shostakovitch,
with its jabbing, percussive, rest-

less and sometimes march-like
rhythms, was melodius in the
piano accompaniment and the
singing tones of the cello . The
" largo" came across as hauntingly
expressive. It was a dynamic work
overall , performed with impressive musicality.
Positioning the Russian sonata
between the two Spanish compositions was a fine point in programming for contrast. The Spanish
pieces were traditionally tonal ,
traditionally rhythmic . Sammatini's "Sonata in G Major" presented a melifluous legato line in
the "grave" moment while the
"vivace" alternated melody and

accompaniment between the two
instruments in a spirited interchange . The Cassada was light,
tuneful , and embellished . Delightful, colorful music that was truly
Spanish and romantic.
The Franck "Sonata in A Major" is
a major undertaking to which Professor Feldman and Professor
Hoyle contributed an awesome
musicianship. At all times the essence of beauty, harmony and discipline shaped the contours of the
lines and phrasing. There. was
strength and gentleness in the "allegretto," and exquisite sonorities
in the final movement whose driving force never stopped.

Since it was St. Patri ck's evening, the first encore was a whimsical rendition of " Danny Boy. '.'
The second encore, Ravel's
" Habanera," closed the performance with a Spanish theme .
The special skills of our two professors were amply demonstrated.
Between them, they also communicated an air of relaxation, intimacy and pleasure that turned
the theatre into a living room
where all shared the fare with delight. They provided a very satisfying evening and a positive remin der that the music department is
fortunate in having these two gifted
musicians on their staff.

Intramurals Move to Pingry
ByJohn Carno
A new development in Kean 's
Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports is its new location at
the East Campus, formerly Pingry
School. Proceeding up the walkway to the latest addition to Kean
College gives rise to a sensation
that accompanies being somewhere for the first time. The building has been desinged to look like
something out of a colonial American village .
Open the main door, walk in,
turn left, proceed down the hall,
and you will notice clean tiled
walls. Looking for the office of the
Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports, alas, you find a
friendly maintenance man preparing the building for its new tenants,
who directs you to the proper location. In an interesting but unfamiliar surrounding, you discover the
familiar faces of Jeanette Hardee,
secretary; Katie Karmel, assistant
director; or Steve Cohen, director
of the Department of Intramural-

Recreational Sports.
Upon examination, one cannot
help but notice that the former Pingry School will have a lot to offer

the Kean Community in terms of
intramural recreation. This is due
mainly to the fact that space had to
be shared in the D' Angola gymnasium between the Athletic Department, •Physical Education Department, and the Department of
Intramural-Recreational
Sports.
They were literally competing for
the space available. By this fall
semester, almost all of the intramural-recreational sports will be
conducted at the East Campus,
with only limited usage at the
D' Angola gymnasium.

nasiums need their floors refinished before they're used . Also
located inside the building is a
room about the size of D' Angola
gymnasium's dance studio . It
could be used for various programs
such as Aerobics or SI imnastics.
Directly outside the main gym is
a softball field , and beyond that a
track and field , and several small
fields to accommodate various
sports . There are also several tennis courts. The entire scene gives
you a feeling that you are nowhere
near an urban area.

The locker rooms in the new facility connect directly to both the
swimming pool and the small gym .
Swimming pool? Yes - and although it is not as wide as D' Angola gymnasium's ponl , it is plenty
long, and allows the sun to shine in
through several windows that have
fans built into them for adequate
ventilation. The pool will be
mainly used for intramural-recreational sports.

No programming of the Deparment of Intramural-Recreational
Sports will take place at the new facilities until the fall because the facilities are not quite ready maintenance-wise, and no shuttle service
is yet available. Steve Cohen mentioned that Pat Ippolito, Vice-President of Student Affairs, said that
two new assistant directors will be
added to the Department of the
Intramural-Recreational
Sports

The small gymnasium is unlike
D'Angola's in that is is much

brighter and the small gym also has
bleachers. The main gymnasium is
located downstairs. Both gym-

staff because of the increase in

programming that will occur.
Other departments have relocated
into the new East Campus, including the Athletic Department, Care-
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simply discontinue use.
Encare is approximately as effective as vaginal foam contraceptives in
actual use, however no birth control method is 100% effective, so talk to
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you not to become pregnant, ask
which method including Encare
is right for you and discover
birth control you can trust.
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Steve Cohen in his office at Pingry.

er Planning and Placement, the all programm schedules of the DeSenior Citizen's Program and partment. Steve Cohen said, " If
Cooperative Education. In the late tional Sports and the Athletic Despring or early fall, various student parment. Steve Cohen said, " If
proper renovations are performed ,
organizations will also arrive.
A group called The Pingry Com- and I feel confident they will be,
mittee deals with the administra- this could be a fine facility and one
tion, maintenance, and renovation that will be extremely beneficial
of the building. The Building Ad- for recreational programming as
ministrator, . Andrea Abramson, well as serving the needs of others
will act as the coordinator between in the campus community.

Films: ''Unfaithfully Yours''
By Steve Dowling
(From 20th Century Fox, PG)
There is a fresh new comedy on
the movie scene. Dudley Moore's
Unfaithfully Yours presents new
ideas in an old setting. Moore
plays a middle-aged conductor
who mistakenly believes that his
young and beautiful wife (Natassja ·
Kinski) is having an affair with his
protege, a handsome young violinist. This bit of misinformation
comes from a private detective
hired by his servant, played by
Robert Libertini . The supposed affair becomes Moore's obsession .
He is positive that his wife is having an affair early on in the film but
the only clue to the identity of the
culprit is that he wears argyle
socks. Comical moments occur as
Dudley goes about checking
people's preference in socks.
The main reason that this film
was so enjoyable was that Dudley
Moore once again showed us his
true comic genuis. He is a master
of physical comedy. The more

slapstick the better as far as Moore
is concerned. In a recent interview
,with David Steinberg, Moore was
quoted as saying that he "loved pie
inthe face type humor." Although
there are no pies in the film, sight
gags abound. One of the movie' s
more memorable scenes involves
Moore and his protege in a bout of
aggressive violin playing in a restaurant.
Feeling the scorned husband, he
seeks his vengeance by attempting
to murder his wayward wife and
her alleged lover. His plan is flawless and he is more than anxious to
see it all come to its fruition .
The most comical moment of
the film comes when he realizes
that his so-called perfect crime has
flaws. In his attempt to kill the lovers he ends up being the dupe of
his own deeds and does a scene
very reminiscent of the drunk he
portrayed in Arthur.
Unfortunately,
Unfaithfully
Yours did not receive the attention
that it should have. It gives an old
topic a new twist.

SA P,esents The Bucket
The Bucket is on exciting d,Ynomic donce troupe thot
performs to the music of Duke Ellington, ond the
Preservotion Holl Jozz Bond. In oddition to jozz, the,Y
olso donce to reggoe, col,Ypso, clo.ssicol ond gospel
music. Slides ore used to enhonce this exciting progrom.

Monday, Ap,il 2 at 8:15
In Wilkins Theat,e
Get You, Tickets Nowll
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Theater: "Orwell That Ends Well''
By Dave Harbour
There is no such thing as Room
101 in the basement of the Village
Gate. A bare black stage, six
wooden chairs, and six members
of Chicago's Second City comedy
troupe are all that's needed for an
enjoyable evening. " Orwell That
Ends Well" is a com ical look at the
year that holds ominous connotations .
Many of the nineteen sketches
performed are similar to those on
Saturday Night Live . However,
"Orwe ll That Ends Well " does not
, look to copy SNL, for it has a format all its own. The company,
made up of Meagan Fay, Mike Hagerty, Isabella Hoffman, John
Kapelos, Richard Kind, and Rick
Thomas all work well together.
In the opening sketch, we watch
a reunion of old 1960s radicals
called back to support George
McGovern's second Presidential

ca nd idacy. One of the members
claims how noble it is to be ca lled
"twice in our lifetime to support a
great man," while another says, " If
South Dakota can forgive him, so
can we." Another announces that
she's now a Republi can. An overqualified candidate on a job interview, a sketch about people who
answer the Village Voice personals, and a take-off on the " Pirates of
Penzance" provide the most
laughs in Act One.
Second City sta nd-out, John
Kapelos, shines in the Second Act,
performing in sketch es that relate
more to life around us. Kapelos
leaves the audience laughing, and
wanting more with his every perfo rmance. His version of Roy
Clarks' home study guitar course,
w hich has Clark (Kapelos) pitching
a stringless guitar that works with a
cassette, is a gem . Kapelos is also
on hand for a hilarious skit about a

love struck waitress who ignores
signals from one customer (Kind)
and falls for another (Kapelos) who
she's never seen before. However,
he is more interested in ordering
his sandwich, co le slaw and baked
potato.
With
Ri ck Thomas,
Kapelos plays second banana to a
self-centered, egotistical talk show
host who interviews and degrades
Mother Theresa .
Isabella Hoffman, one of the
more funnier members of the
group, captures the essence of
models who pose for diet co la ads.
Howeve r, both the camera and
model get carried away, as the
camera comes to I i'fe and begins to
make love to her. In her spoof of
British Prime Minister "Margaret
Thatcher at Home, " she smokes
pot, and dances to Michael
Jacksons "Billie Jean." The sketch
brings the house down.

John Kapelos and Meagen Fay in "Orwell That Ends Well."
. After the second intermission, does not limit the company of fine
they perform their own unique comedians, but rather complistyle of improvisation that has ments them; for they only have
made them famous. The absence thei r skills to rely on, and fortuof scenery and a minimum of props nately, that's all they need .

Observer

Dentocratic Candidates Speak Despite Sore Throats
By Nanette Strehl
"Good evening, and welcome
to Hotline. Tonight, Senator Gary
Hart, Reverend Jesse Jackson, and
former Vice-President Walter
Mondale will be answer questions
phoned in from our viewi ng audience . The number to ca ll is 808389-5432. Please keep your questions brief; the candidates have
sore throats ."
Marie Cannon didn't care much
for politics. She preferred to discuss the candidates' private lives
over their public ones. Because
she had the sincerity of Merv Griffin , the poise of Rona Barrett, and
the excessive inquisitiveness of
Barbara Walters, her guests didn't
know whether to shake her or slap
her. Yet, they all knew that talking
to her was easier than being inter-

viewed by " 60 Minutes."
"Well, gentlemen, no calls are
coming in yet . You know, the
American people are very fortu nate to have the opportunity to get
to know the candidates who want
to run this country . That opportunity doesn' t exist throughout the
whole world. Let's talk on a personal level fo r a bit. Mr. Mondale,
what do you do in your spare time?
" I've always been a simple man .
You know, I enjoy fishing. You
may remember a couple of weeks
back on the front page of The New
York Times was a picture of me
with my foot up on the side of a
rowboat talking to an old man who
was fishing. I think that's one of the
best pictures that's ever been taken
of me, in being that it shows the
American people what a down-to-

earth man I really am ."
" Reverend Jackson, what about
you?"
" I think that people should
spend their spare time helping
others fight their causes . When I'm
not doing that, or rescuing anyone,
1 liketomakeupnicknames."
"And Mr. Hart?"
"That's a tough questions because I don't have much spare
time. I enjoy being with my wife.
And I also enjoy writing letters ."
The phone buzzed .
"Hello, Hotline. You ' re on the
air."
" I want to ask Mr. Mondale what
he's going to do about urban
crime."
"That's a difficult question. Morality especially among our
youth - has declined. I believe the

TURNYOUR

NURSING DEGREE
INTOGOLD.

They're the gold bars of a second lieutenant in the
Army Nurse Corps. As an Army Nurse, yQu'll be an officer,
with all the respect and dignity that go with being an officer.
You'll have the opportunity to continue your education, to add a variety of professional skills, to grow in your
profession.
If you're working on your BSN or if you already have a
BSN and are registered to practice in the United States or
Puerto Rico, you could be eligible to become an Army Nurse.
To find out what
you want to know
about Army Nursing,
call MAJ Deborah A.
Bell. Call collect:
301-677-4891 or 301-

677-4706.

u·~ ARMYMURSE CORPS.
. BEALLYOUaMBE.

root of the problem lies in poverty,
unemployment, drugs, and a
number of other things . Violent
crime will decrease when we fix
these social problems ."
"Hello, Hotline. You're on the
air."
" Reverend Jackson, where do
you get the nerve to run for president after you called Jews
"hymies."
" No, Marie, don't cut her off. I
would like to answer this question.
I' ve apologized for my mistake. I
regret saying it. All I can say is that
we all say things we don't really
mean. It's behind me now, and I
don' t want Jews to hold it against
me. I know a lot of good Jewish
people."

"Hello, Hotline. You're on the

"Mr. Mondale?"
"My wife bought me one for
Christmas. Thanks anyway."
"Reverend Jackson?"
"I'm personable enough. "
"Hello, Hotline. You' re on the
air ."
"Mr. Hart, do you really plan .to
withhold federal projects from
states that don't ratify the ERA?"
" Heavens, no. That was just a
silly whim of mine. The American
people have to learn not to take
things so seriously . Now, had I
used my dictionary, you wouldn' t
have known what the hell I said
anyway. We politicians have to
learn how to protect ourselves the
hard way."
"Hello, Hotline. 'l'ou're on the

air. "
air."
"You'll have to excuse me, I just
"Hello, Wally? This is Danny, re- woke up. I'd like to ask the candimember me, the fisherman? I dates why they think Americans
called to say I've switch my mind; are so apathetic when it comes to
we're going to vote for you. My voting?"
wife decided that we'd feel guilty
"Mr. Hart will you start?"
votin' for somebody else, since
" I believe it's because Amerithat picture of you and me is hang- cans don' t know much about those
ing up here on the wall of our living who are running for the nation's
room ."
highest office. Now, I'm a man
"Why, thank you Danny. That's with great new ideas. That's v.:hat
very nice of you ."
1' believe America needs, new
" Hello, Hotline. You ' re on the blood, new ideas. And mine are
air."
totally original."
" I'd like to speak to Mr. Hart. Do
"Mr. Mondale?"
you have an interest in psycholo· " I believe the American people
gy?"
need a leader they can trust and
understand . That's the key - un" No, no I haven't."
"Too bad . I was gong to vote for derstanding. Now I said that my
you in exchange for your support wife bought me a politician's dicfor some research we' re conduct- tionary but I've only used it ten
ing. You see it's been discovered times since Christmas. Now, I' ll
that the average person has seven make you a deal. I' ll throw away
sexual fantasies a day. We find that my dictionary if you vote for me. "
"Gee, Wally, " said Mr. Hart,
fascinating. Doesn't it interest you?
"Not at this time. I have other "you drive a hard bargain . Tell you
what, I' ll throw away my dictiopriorities. "
nary and drop my acting lessons."
"That's your problem ."
"Hello, Hotline. You're on the
Marie interrupted. "Thank you
for calling sir. Hello, Hotline. air."
" I'd like to ask the candidates if
You' re on the air."
"Mr. Mondale, what do you they feel they' ll be as forgetful as
plan to do about our educational Ronald Reagan is when the reach
hi s age."
system?"
"Reverend Jackson, would you
"It needs more money pumped
into its budget. The Reagan Ad- like to start?"
"Well , that happens with old
ministration's cutbacks are going
to hurt us all. With more money, age . You can't fight or fool nature.
the field will attract better-qual- But I promise I won' t forget or neified personnel , which will give glect to read all reports that come
our children a better chance to tome."
"Mr. Mondale."
grow and prosper."
"Like WINS radio station ,
"Hello, Hotline. You' re on the
promise to never forget to give you
air."
" Hello, my name is Glen Rod - the world every 22 minutes, give
der. I'm the same man who gave or take a few ."
"Mr. Hart. "
President Reagan his acting les" I won't promise that I won't
sons. In just five short weeks, the
program could help you too . Learn grow forgetful , but I' ll never run
how to be personable . If you sign out of great new ideas. "
"Thank you, gentlemen. W e
up now, we'll give you the politician's pocket dictionary for free . seemed to have run our of ideas; I
mean time . I'd like to thank you all
WhatdoyousayMr. Hart?"
"No thanks Mr. Rodder, I' ve al- for joining us . I'm Marie Cannon .
Good night."
read y got one ."
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Fil01s: Minister Bans Kid's Kicks·in ''Footloose''
By Joan McNally
In "Footloose" the minister of a
small midwestern town puts a ban
on dancing, drinking and rock and
roll. Apparently his "flock" follow
him like sheep to the slaughter
until Ren, a big city teenager from
Chicago, shows up and questions
the Reverand's harsh restrictions.
The plodding, predictable script
is unrealistic to say the least. This
unbelievability reaches its peak
when Ren has an argument with
his uncle and drives off in disgust
to an abandoned warehouse. He
thinks about all the smug small
town hostility he has encountered
since his arrival, angrily smashes
his beer bottle against a wall and

then suddenly bursts into joyous,
unrestrained dance. Perfectly
choreographed but unexplained
dance numbers may have worked
just fine for Fred Astaire in the 40s
and 50s but somehow the tone of
this movie isn't right for such theatrics .
The best part of the movie by far
is when Ren teaches his new best
friend Willard how to dance. He
starts by getting some rhythm into
Willard's unsoulful hands. Ren's
impromptu coaching techniques
and Willard's serious determination to dance combine for a few
minutes of sunshine in this otherwise boring film .

Lori Singer plays Reverend
Moore's daughter, Ariel, · who
eventually
becomes
Ren's
girlfriend . Confused, rebellious,
and with self-destructive tendencies, Ariel plays the hard lady to
the hilt and basically struts through
the movie with an irritating "hot
stuff" attitude. When her ex-boyf-

riend decks her in a fight, you can't
say this most unsympathetic
heroine didn' t have it coming to
her. John Lithgow is perfect as the
somber Rev. Moore and Chris
Penn crackles with authenticity as
the endearing Willard, small town
regular guy who finally learns how
to dance. Kevin Bacon, who was .

so great in " Diner" is adorable as
Ren and still has the most infectious grin since Gene Kelly. But
even his talents can't save " Footloose" from its dull and pointless
meanderings through to a painfully
predictable "the kids win again"
ending .

WKNJ Release
On March 20 at the Jetty in
Bloomfield an interesting evening
of live music took place . The opening act was a band called Regressive Aid, a trio from Trenton. Their
instrumental sound of roc.k-blues-

punk fusion produced a hard driving sound which reminded one of
the sound you would get if you
combined Jeff Beck with Killing
Joke. Their 35 minute non-stop set
was extremely intense and had ev-

eryone in the right state of mind for
the main attraction of the night.
The reason the Jetty was packed
was to witness the appearance of
Alien Sex Fiend , who are here in
the states promoting the release of
their first LP released in the U .S.
called Whose Been Sleeping In My
Brai n. They are one of the bands
featured on a compilation album
released in the U .K. called Bat
Cave. The Bat Cave is a club in
London which is owned by the
. band Specimen.
The voice of lead singer Yaxi
scorched and pierced through everyone during the hour long set.
His movements and makeup reminded one of Alice Cooper.
They're the kind of band that could
make the most intraverted person
do some wierd things on a dance
floor, which they did . The best
songs of the evening made you feel
that everyone was going to jump
off their tables {the Jetty is a sit
down bar-club and is a good place
to see a band if you don ' t like
standing up and being in a crowd).
Those songs were "The Girl at the
End of My Gun" and "Ignore the
Machine," both of which can be
found on their Ignore the Machine
LP which was released in the U.S.
a few months ago. This night
proved to be, mu sically speaki ng a
good way to relieve ones tensions.
Some new records worth mentioning are a self titled LP from a
N .Y. band called Dolce Vita . This

four spng LP features a guitar
oriented danceable sound. The
Buzzcocks have a new LP out
called Parts 1-2-3 . It features ·six
songs previously released on si ngles. Although the Buzzcocks
haven't been together for about
five years, they still remain one of
college radios' most often played
bands .
Some countries have a tough
time exporting their music to
others . One such country is Fra~ce. Due to their musical roots in
the romantic sou nd, France is not
thought of often in today's music
scene. An album presently out
called Made In France is trying to
show that France is not musically
deficient. This 12 band compilation contains many different styles
and is interesting to listen to.
Another interesting album out
now is the Snake Charmer LP. This
record features Jah Wobble (exbass player for Public Image Ltd.),
The Edge (U-2 guitarist), Holger
Czukay (bassist with legendary
German experimental-rock band
Can), and Francois Kevokian (one
of New York's hottest dance-music
remixers).. These artists of divergent backgrounds have created an
interesting · dance-music sound,
and as Francois Kevorkian said, it's
"timeless music."
Some new albums that you can
look forward to in the near future
include those by Human League,
.J1fford & Tilbrook (ex-Squeeze),
Dream Syndicate, The Go-Go's,
and Ultravox.
WKNJ 90.3 FM is located on the
third floor in Dougall Hall. Anyone
interested in getting involved with
an alternative radio station is welcome to check us out.
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Bulletin Board
Spanish Repertory Theatre
presents

The Bucket

HAVANA SINGS

(a dance company)

Wed., April 4, 1984

PERFORMING
APRIL 2, 1984
at
8:15 P.M.
WIikins Theatre

8:15pm
Wilkins Theatre
Free Tickets Required
For ticket info call 527-2337
Sponsored by Student Activities

Price:
Kean College Students
and Staff - $2.50.
Others - $5.00

I

A Student Production by
Vita Jamal Greene

SHATTERED GLASS

sponsored by
CULTURAL ARTS
PROGRAM BOARD

Wilkins Theatre
March 31st

For more information please
call Box Office, 527-2337.

8:15 pm
FREE ADMISSION
The Council For
Exceptional
Children
presents

8-Hour
Dance Marathon
Friday, April 6, 1984
5 p.m.-1 a.m.
Cafeteria
The theme is
"A Country Jamboree"
All are Welcome

Young
Democrats
Meet Every
,Tuesday
College Hour
(1 :40-2:55)
RoomJ-159
KEAN 'e oLLEGE
C

o mmunic:Qlio n

~e/p Center

HOT LINE
289-2101
(201) 527-2360
527-2330

Alumni Lounge
12:00

April 4

"Women Poets in America"
in conjunction with the English Department
Alicia Ostriker, Poet and Critic

' 1----- - -- - - - ~
Got an intimate message? Too
shy to say something in
person? Want to tell someone
"I love you" in a different
way?
Say it in the
INDY PERSONALS!
For $1.00, you can get your
personal message into the
Independent. Please leave
your message at the Indy
office, CC-119 with your name
and phone no.

Deadline Is Friday
12:00Noon
No1~: messages will be printed

S.A.Y.
Students Assisting You
is selecting people for our
program.
If you are interested in
being a part of S.A.Y.,
which consists of being a
tutor, peer counselor or a
F.A.P. person ; please contact or come to the Counseling Center.
Located in the Bookstore
Building, S.A. 126 or call
527-2082/2083.

As of October 31,
1983 the Parking
Ticket Fine is
now $5.00. If the
ticket is not paid
within 30 days, it
escalates
to
$10.00.

,aJ the editor's discretion.

INDY PERSONALS ... INDY PERSONALS ... INDY PER

''A Different Kind of Spice"
Appearing every Friday
night in April at
Dr. Jekyll's Pub
12 So. Broad St. , Eliz.

Featuring Jeff Merle
from Kean College

DearSoozenl
Happy Birfday, you wild &
crazy gal!
Love
The Wlerfleld St. Gang (J.
Vemace, C. Ramirez, Mr.
Stare, Jack & Frances &
Bootsle)

To Our Favorite Immigration

OfflcerHaveaniceday, Tomi
Love the "Illegal Allens"

ToJulle,
Get well soon, you little
spaz!
Your BEST sister.

To the Buckeye StateAt least your man got VP!
Better Buck next time!
Love,
TheN.Y. Times

To Baby Pol
Hooray! You are now Uncle
Baby Po! Congrats!
Love,
Your Co-Workers

SteveSorry about last week! You
still have a nice bod.
Love,
Heidi

To the Party Animal (DHK),
You deserve that name after
Saturday night! Here's to our
next encounter!
MlssEllle

To Little Red Riding,
My, what big - - - you
have!
The Wolf

John Denver• Yes• Eurythmics
Al Jarreau • John Cougar
Elvis Costello

UNION
TICKETS
2022 Morris Ave.
(201)851-2880

Marc
&
Kathy
will be appearing every
Saturday night in March
at Dr. Jekyll's Pub.
performing
Simon & Garfunkel,
America, and many more.

12 So. Broad St.

CLASSIFIED ADS
RESEARCH PAPERS
14.789 to c hoose from - all subIe c ts!
Ru sh $2 fo r th e c urrent. 3 0 6- page cat a·
log. C ustom research & th esis assis. l an ce a lso ava ilable.
Research. 11 322 Idah o Ave .. #2 0 6 WA.
L<Js Ange les. CA 9002 5 (2 13) 4 77-8226.

America's number one
travel company needs
students to sell Europe
charters and tours. Earn a
free trip. Call 1-800-2230694 for details or write:
Campus Rep Program

501 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y.10022
FOUND
Heart-Shaped Locket
Call 354-1608
evenings.

HELP WANTED
Campus
Representative
wanted . Organize a trip to
Ft. Lauderdale and travel
free. Call Luv Tours at 800368-2006.
PATTI'S PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Academic/Business
No Job Is Too Large Or Too Small
Term Papers/Theses/Reports
Manuscripts/Resumes/Letters
Promi:1t/Accurate

FOR SALE
'78 CHEVETTE
Sunroof, new radials , tuneup and battery. Automatic.
67,000 miles; $2100 asking
price. 241-3922

LOST at All-College Party
on March 15, Thursday:
Ladies
gray
leather
bomber-type jacket. Light
gray collar and lining. Very
high personal value. Please

return to, or contact Andi
306 Bartlett_REWARD.
'

HELP WANTED
Retail Sales - Active-wear.
Weekends, Thurs-Sun . Hi-energy, creative and responsible
people need apply only. References. Call: 750-0906, Rt. 22,
' Watchung, N.J.
ATTENTION
Programming Students
Need help? Basic programming
private tutoring available. Afternoons, Evenings, Sat. morn. Computers available for "Hands On."
Call 276-1806 Jerry Tierney,
Programmer/Systems
Analyst
(over 20 years experience).

(201) 351-5176
SPINNERS PLUS
Music For A ll A ffairs

Neil D'Andria
(201) 249-2420
Jack Hellman
(201) 545-9307
510ROGERS

To All Supporters:
The support I received in the
Student Org. Executive Board
election was phenomenal!
I wish to extend a sincere thank
you to all those who did support me
- it was very much appreciated!
Kim Cornell

TICKETS
Grateful Dead • Judas Priest

KEAN'S
VERY OWN

Spring 1984

sponsored by
Student Activities

The Industrial Studies Department is sponsoring a contest
aimed at encouraging interest
in technology. Any Kean College student may enter. For ·
details see Industrial Studies
Department bulletin board in
Building H or call S. Friedman,
527-2284.
Contest
ends
March 30, 1984.

TARRAGON

and Keith Allen

Womantalk Series -

Win A Sinclair
Home Computer

Computerized Resumes
Campus Demo
April 26,
College Center Cafeteria
Exclusive resumes and cover
letters. For info call 654-5357.

Evie's Word
Processing Service
Certified in Business Education

(201) 388-6975
• Specializing in Dissertations•
Resumes• Letters• Legal • & More

Alcoholics
Anonymous
Meeting
Every Tuesday
College Hour
(1 :40-2:55 p.m.)
Willis 201 B.

Need a report, term .
paper, or resume typed?
Call Barbra at 527-2952
evenings for all your typing ·
needs.

LOST
One pair of prescription
eyeglasses.
Lavender
frames w/gold trimming in a
red case on College Campus between dorm area
and Willis Hall. Please Return to Ann Smith.
527-2945
Thankyou
Dependable and Enthusiastic student wanted to care for
two young children (5 & 3 yrs.)
for working parents appx. 3
days per week during summer
months. (Could begin May 1st
if possible) . Own transportation and references required.
$4.00 an hour in Livingston.
Call 994-9198.

Thurs., March 29, 1984
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Thursdays,
CSW-118.

creation Round
INTRAMURAL SPORTS
Five Player Baskeball
Loose Balls Walk Away
With the Men's Championship
The Missfits Capture
The Women's Title
Play-off HighlightsMen's league
, Quarter-finals: The men's quarterfinals took place on Monday
evening, March 19. The pairings
included Magic Touch vs. Sigma
Beta Tau, Loose Balls vs. Micro
Dots, Speed Boys vs. Georgetown
Hoyas, and Nu Delta Pi vs. The
Heat. The early games resulted in
quick endings as both Sigma Beta
Tau and Micro Dots failed to appear at the D' Angola Gym . During
the action of the third game between
Speed
Boys
and
Georgetown Hoyas, John Lewis of
Speed Boys dominated the floor
with 14 points. At the half, the
Boys led by two points, 23-21 over
the Hoyas. Second half action saw
Karl Ryans, also of the Speed Boys,
come alive with 9 points. The final
was Speed Boys 54, Georgetown
Hoyas 47. Tom Walker and Calvin
Lofton of Georgetown Hoyas were
the leading scorers with 13 and 10
points respectively. The final gam
of the evening between fraternity
power house Nu Delta Pi and The
Heat began as a closely matched
game. At half-time the score was
20-18, in favor of The Heat. Andre
Murphy led the way with 9 points
during the first half for The Heat.
But, Murphy ran into foul trouble
during the second half, which provided Nu Delta Pi some opportunities to capitalize on . Pat Hogan
and Paul Illingworth, both of Pi,
poured on their shooting abi lities
and scored 15 and 13 points respectively. The final was Nu Delta
Pi 51 and The Heat 37, Pat Hogan
and Paul Illingworth with 22 and
20 points respectively for Nu Delta
Pi , and Murphy finished with 15
points for fhe Heat.
Semi-finals: The semi -finals
were played on Wednesday,
March 21 . The Speed Boys defeated Magic Touch rather decisively in the first game. John Lewis
of the Speed Boys scored 10 points
during the first half, which contributed to the 17-7 halftime score.
During the second half, again,
Lewis led scoring with 10 points
for a personal total of 20 points.
The final score was Speed Boys 45,
Magic Touch 31 . Karl Ryans of
Speed Boys contributed 10 points
to their victory while the defense
held Magic Touch under double
figures in scoring. The second
semi-final game matched Losse
Balls against Nu Delta Pi. During
the first half, it appeared that Loose
Balls had an edge over Nu Delta
Pi, leading them 30-22 at the half.
During second half action, Paul Illingworth and Pat Hogan of Nu
Delta Pi converted 17 and 16
points respectively, with some key
down-the-court passes. The score
see-sawed back and forth, each
team taking turns at the lead.
When the buzzer sounded at the
conclusion of the game, Loose
Balls stepped away with a 62-61
victory . The top scorers for Loose
Balls were Hermes Pineda and
Carlos Saavedra with 21 and 14

points respectively. Illingworth
and Hogan of Nu Delta Pi finished
with 31 and 22 points respectively .
·Finals: The championship game
took place on Thursday, March 22
at 8 :00 p.m . with the number two
ranked Loose Balls meeting the
number five ranked Speed Boys. At
half-ti me Speed Boys led Loose
Balls 22-18. Both John Lewis and
Karl Ryans contributed 8 points
each to the first half. However,
during the second half, Loose Balls
turned the tide through patient ball
control offense and some clutch
foul shooting to win 37-32. Fred
Munoz, captain for Loose Balls,
led the scoring of the game with 15
points . Lewis and Ryans of Speed
Boys each finished with 11 points .
Congratulations to Loose Balls,
the 1984 Men's Five-Player Basketball Champions. The members
of Loose Balls received Intramural
Championship T-shirts and Certificates of Merit, and were placed in
the Annual Budweiser New Jersey
Collegiate Intramural Basketball
Tournament.
Women's League
Semi-final s: On Tuesday, March
20, the top four women's teams
squared off in semi-final play-off
action . The first game pitted the
number one ranked The Missfits
against number four ranked New
Edition. Mandy Zukowski of The
Missifts led first half scoring with
11 points, while her team mates
held New Edition to only 3 points .
At the half, it was The Missfits 33
and New Edition 3. During the second half, The Missfits continued to
display team work to win 60-13 .
Zukowski was the top scorer with
18 points followed by Pam Prown
and Cindy Johnson with 10 points
each.
The second game matched
number two ranked Wrecking
Crew again st number three ranked
Menudo. At the half, Wrecking
Crew just had an edge over
Menudo 14-9. Antoinette Melenden led the way for Wrecking
Crew with 14 points, while Linda
Alford contributed 10 points to·the
victory . The defense of the Wrecking Crew prevented members of
Menudo from scoring in the double figures. The final score 40-19,
Wrecking Crew.
Finals : The following night,
Wednesday, March 21 , brought
the number one ranked The Missfits against the number two
ranked Wrecking Crew for the
Women's Championship game.
The crowd in attendance witnessed a fine display of women's intramural basketball competition. The
game see-sawed back and forth
with each team exchanging baskets. After an impressive first half,
The Missfits led by two points, 1412. During second half action, the
teams continued to go back and
forth . The Missfits managed to
convert some clutch baskets and to
hold on to the lead to win the
championship 31-2 7. Scoring
honors were shared by The Missfits
team
members
Mandy
Zukowski , Diane Jankiewicz, and
Jan Miller with 6 points each . Antoinette Mclenden and Laura
Davis of Wrecking Crew led their
cause with 10 points each .

Congratulations to The Missfits,
the 1984 Women 's Five-Player
Basketball Champions . The members of The Missfits received Intramural Champion T-shirts and Certificates of Merit.
Congratulations are extended
to all teams that participated in
the play-offs and that completed
the regular season, both in men's
and women's competition.
UPCOMING EVENTS . . .
Wrestling

All you grapplers have one more
day to register for Intramural
Wrestling. The entry deadline is
Friday, March 30. To register, go
to the Department of IntramuralRecreational Sports in Room 122
of the East Campus. There will be
an organizational meeting on
Tuesday, April 3 at 1 :40 p.m. (College Hour) in Room D-1 25 of the
D'Angola Gym. Additionally,
there will be a mandatory training
clinic on Monday evening, April 9
at 8:00 p.m. in Room CSW-108.
SPORTS CLUBS
Scuba
The Club is progressing very
quickly in learning how to use,
sc'uba systems. The participants
continue to review the assembly of
the scuba tank and regulator system. Additionally, they learn how
to use the low air warning systems
(reserves) and how to get naturally
bouyant. Recently, the Club experimented with balancing their
body weight, the tank weight, and
the weight belt by putting the correct amount of air into the Control
Bouyancy Jacket. Through this,
one attains a truly weightless state,
which takes the hard work out of
diving. Other skills learned included ascending and descending
slowly, with control, and equalizing the pressure on the middle ear.
All of this was incorporated into
dive plans as snorkel divers and ultimately scuba divers, descend to
the dive site .
Karate
Theory into practice . .. The
members of the Kean College Karate Oub applied their hand and
foot techniques to the heavy bag
this week . Along with sore knuckles and a few tender feet, the members also gained confidence in
their power and control. Champion fully contact Middleweight, Bill
Wallace, practices his head-high
kicks on a heavy bag daily. At a
kicking seminar last month, he
mentioned that focus and control
are two of the most difficult qualities to acquire with the legs. The
Karate Club is well on the way to
achieve theses objectives by developing both the mental and
physical skills necessary.
Come join them as they develop
their Chinese Kenpo skills. It's
never too late to join and no experience is necessary. The Cluyb
meets on Mondays and Wednesdays in CSW-118 from 8:00-9:00
p.m. See you next week!
Slimnastics
Spring Break will soon be upon
us, and what better way to prepare
for bathing suit weather than by attending the Slimnastics Club. New
members are always welcome .
Join the fun, on Tuesdays and

SPECIAL NOTICE
The administrative offices of the Department of Intramural-Recreational
Sports have relocated to the East Campus. The new location of the
Departments main office is Room 122. The Department's phone
number (527-2229) remains the same.

8:00-9:00

p.m.

in

leus of people are training ;:,nrl receiving instruction in va rious
events. The Club meets at the East
Campus track. In the event of inclement weather, meet in Room
129 of the East Campus or call the
Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports at 527-2229.

Track and Field/Cross Country

The weather is slowly breaking
and becoming more cooperative.
Every Tuesday and Thursday afternoon, starting at 4:00 p.m., a nuc-

Benefit Basketball
Game Rescheduled
ceeds will go to the Frank Woodson Jr. Fund. Woodson is the
player who was critically injured
in an Irvington High School football game last fall.
Tickets are priced at $3 and for
more information, contact Patrick
McNally or Mark Yablonsky at
WKNJ (289-8388), C.K . Smith at
ZlO0 (867-5000).
Tickets purchased for the initial
event wi 11 be honored .

A benefit basketball game between FM radio stations WKNJ
(90 .3) of Kean College in Union
and WHTZ (Zl 00) of Secaucus
that was originally scheduled to be
played on March 9, has been rescheduled for Sunday, April 1 in Irvington, at 2 p.m., . both stations
have announced.
The event wi II see the two stations play four 8-minute periods at
Irvington High School, and pro-

DEPARTMENT

0,:

DNl510N

IN,RAMURAL-RECP.EA1'/0NAL

OF

IN-rAAMUAAL

SPORTS

SA:>R1'.S

CIWrestllng

ENTRY DEADLINE MARCH 30
Sign up in ROOM 122 of the
EAST CAMPUS

Organizational meeting on
TUESDAY ,APRIL 3 at 1 :40 p.m.
(college hour) in D-125 D' ANGOLA
GYM.
MANDATORY training

clinic on Monday,
April 9 at 8:00 p.m. in room CSW-108

ICELANDAIR IS STILL
YOUR BEST VALUE
TO EUROPE~
LUXEMBOURG
ROUNDTRIP FROM:

8

499
8
560

•

8

509
8
569

..;i,

.

NEW YORK

BALTIMORE/ WASHINGTON

DETROIT

CHICAGO

-~
.-

ALSO LOW COST SERVICE TO PARIS, FRANKFURT ANO NICE .
REMEMBER , ONLY ICELANDAIR FLIES YOU TO THE BREATHTAKING
BEAUTY OF ICELAND . AND INCLUDES ALL THESE EXTRAS:
■ Free deluxe motorcoach from Luxembourg to select cities in
Germany, Belgium and Holland. ■ Bargain train fares to Switzerland
and France. ■ Super Saver car rentals from $69/week in
Luxembourg. ■ Free wine with dinner, cognac after.

Super APEX Fares. May !-June 9, 1984. 7-60 day stay. 14 da y advance purchase required.
lcelandair to Luxembourg. Luxair connecting service to other destinat..ions. Purchase tickets
in U.S. All fares subject to change and government approval. See your travel agent or call
800/555-1212 for the toll-free Icelandair number in your area.
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Kean Baseball Opens Season With 3-5 Florida Stand
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By Mark Yablonsky
The Kean College baseball team
has opened its 1984 season with a
somewhat disappointing 3-5 record, following an eight-game trek
through Florida . The normally
heavy-hitting Squi-res, who set a
new team record in hits last season
with 378, saw their bats cool off in
the final three games of the trip,
which saw Kean drop _12-5, 4-1,
and 2- 1 decisions to East
Stroudsburg, Bowdoin College of
Maine, and Mt. Vernon Nazarene
of Ohio, respectively.

Coach Resigns
Joe Palermo of Old Tappan , the
head coach of the men's basketbal I
team at Kean College for the past
nine sea·sons, has resigned due to
"personal reasons," athletic director Hawley Waterman has announced.
A former standout coach at Pace
University in New York, Palermo
took over the Squire reins in 197576, and went on to register a 20-8
mark the following season . The
highlight of Palermo's tenure at
Kean , however, occurred in the
1977-78 season , when his club registered a 23-5 record , and went
on to captu re the NCAA Division
Ill's South Atlantic Regional Championship . Palermo's club registered a 5-20 mark in the just-completed 1983-84 campaign.

"Joe was a class guy and a master at getti ng the most out of his tal•
ent,·" said a stu nned Waterman . " I
know that I will personally miss
him and so will this college."
A successor to Palermo has yet
to be announced.

The Squire pitchi~g, which was
not considered to be one of the
team 's strongpoints, came through
in several key situations, and head
coach Jim Hazlett said that if his
team's hitting regains its torrid
touch, things will start to look different.
"The pitching has definitely
been a surprise for us," admitted
Hazlett, who is also the school ' s
assistant director of athletics . "We
got two good outings out of (Scott)
Wohlrab, and he probably should
have won both games. (Kevin) Purcell also gave us two good games,
and (Anthony) Coco has pitched
well, too. Now all we have to do

Baseball
March 29
March 30
April4
April 6

is start hitting again ."
Fol lowing 11-9 and 6-1 victories
Wohlrab , ;:i junior from Linden, over Boca Raton and Florida
took a 6-0 lead into the fifth inning Memorial , the Squire hitting shortagainst Florida Atlantic in the first circuited, and ended up scoring
game of a season-opening doub- just 10 runs in the final 4 games.
leheader. But a comeback against Wohlrab again held a leaad - this
teammate Steve Symczak of time by one run - against East
Roselle eventually doomed the Stroudsburg in the seventh inning,
Squires to a 7-6 defeat. A solo but a pulled muscle forced him to
home run by outfielder Bill Hendry the sidelines, and teammate
decided the outcome in the extra- Symczak was shelled again, for a
inning affair. Kevin Purcell , how- _12-5 loss. Anthony Coco of Belever, hurled a 6-4 victory in the leville came through with a strong
nightcap, and teammate and team outing in the 2-1 loss to Mt. Vernon
tri -captain Mike Murray of Rahway Nazarene.
led the way offensively, going 4Murray, who was-second on the
for-4, with a round-tripper, 2 douclub in hitting to Bill Feehan of
bles, and 3 RBl' s.

Roselle last year with a .414 mark,
is ~econd once agai n thus far with
a .345 average (10-29). Freshman
Dom Bazzano of Nutley leads the
club in hitting with a .385 batting
average (5-13) . Bazzano , who
took over at first base in place of
the injured Feehan after three
games, has also collected nine
walks. Feehan, who blasted a 3run homer in the 11-9 win over
Boca Raton, was forced out of action following a knee injury.
The Squires have upcoming
contests against Bloomfield , Staten
Island, St. Peters and Baruch . The
latter contest wi 11 be part of a twinbi 11.

This WeeklnSports
Kean vs.
Kean vs.
Kean vs.
Kean vs.

Staten Island
St. Peters
Monmouth College
Trenton State

Home
Home
Home
Home

3:15
3:00
3: 15
3: 15

Tennis
March 29

Kean vs. Drew

Home

3:00

Softball
April 7

Kean vs. Rutgers Newark

Home

1 :00

Lacross
March 29
March 31
April4
April 5

Kean vs.
Kean vs.
Kean vs.
Kean vs.

Home
Home
Home
Home

3:30
1 :00
3:30
3:30

Coif
March 30

Kean vs. Stevens Tech

Home

1 :30

Morris C.C. (B-game)
Stevens Tech
Clarkson
Delaware Valley (B-game)

Maxwell Garners Award

Graduate Unemployment Edition

Here We Go Again
By George Falkowski
While in the process -of wrapping up my career as publicity director of the women ' s basketball
team, I decided to wear my O-fficial New York Yankees road shirt
to school. It happened to be the
day after the Mets had routed the
Yankees in a spring training game.
It wasn't long before I saw the
first Mets jacket approaching:- Unwrinkled, shining and glistening,
you cou ld tell it had not been worn
si nce Opening Day, 1983, the
only time other than spring training
when a Met fan has a reason to advertise.
He passed by, noticed my shirt
and snickered . I didn' t have the
nerve to turn and spoil his big moment. The Mets won a spring training game against the Yankees and ,
I suppose, my whole world was
going to crash , my car would break
down, nuclear war would erupt
and my left foot would fall off.
Sorry, Met fans .
If there is one thing Yankee fans
have learned is that spring training
losses do not a season make. If
anything, a loss to the Mets only allows for an eruption from Mount
St. Steinbrenner, which , in turn,
gives the Yankees more space on
the sports page and less space to
the Mets. Thank you , Mets, you
have served your purpose well.
Granted, things are not shaping
up for the gang from the South
Bronx as well as one would hope.
After all , the team is allegedly start-

ing the year with its best first baseman , Don Mattingly, on the bench
in favor of Roy Smalley, who plays
an infield position with hi s
patented iron glove. Ground ball
... BANG! Mr. Smalley is a Minnesota Twin at heart. No operation
known to man ca n ever correct
this .
Of course, you then take your
best centerfielder, Omar Moreno,
and bench him in favor of Ken Griffey, who does not want to be in
centerfield and shows it.
The finest move of the spring,
hov.:ever, is the shift of Dave
Righetti to the bullpen. This is the
same Dave Righetti who threw a
no-hitter last year. The same Dave
Righetti whom every team wanted
to trade for. It is a cinch that these
teams were not going to use
Righetti in the bullpen .
Bill Bergesch , Yankee Big-Shot,
was
recently
on
WABC's
"Sportstalk ." When asked about a
possible trade for a relief pitcher he
replied, "We like to think we have
pitchers who can do the job now."
Then why is Righetti in the
bullpen, Bill?
Granted, I had no qualms about
letting Gossage go. Anybody who
witnessed hi s shenannigans last
year would agree . And what a dispenser of logic! He claimed he
didn 't like the way Bill y Martin was
using him . It seems Billy had the
gall to bring the Goose in with men
on base, while ol ' Goosi e would
rather have started the inning

fresh . Well·, then . Who do we
bring in with the bases loaded and
one out? Dale Murray? Matt
Keough? Gossage was not worth a
five-year deal and San Diego is
going to find out the hard way .
Maybe not this year, but wait and
see.
Already I hear the Yan kee haters
rejoicing. Not so fast, gang. There
are certain signs that this season
may be a good one, despite the
glum outlook.
Nettles is complaining . Winfield, who talks as though he hit all
32 of hi s homeruns in the stretch
last year (he did not), is whining
about Big George and threatening
lawsuits. Griffey is making noise.
Steinbrenner himnself is beginning
to rumble . As in seasons past, all
of this· points to only one thing : A
good year . How good? I don't
know . At least it's going to be interesting.
There is a lesson in all of this,
Met fans . To the Yankees, a spring
training loss is a loss. Nobody, except Steinbrenner, is going crazy
or losing any sleep. The Mets have
won a spring training game and
that means it is one more game
they will not win in their quest to
overtake the Cubs thi s year.
Someone has just suggested that
the Met fans may not like this article . They shouldn 't complain. I
went through this entire piece and
not once did I mention Frank
Cashen or Tom Seaver . .
Have a nice year.

,
·

photo byJohn Carno
Sallie Maxwell
Sallie Maxwell of Holdmel, who season honors yet to be anfinished the season as the all-time nounced , including the potential
lead ing scorer in the Kean College of being named All-American,
won,en ' s basketball program with Maxwel I was very pleased with the
1,510 points, has been named the ECAC Player of the Year award.
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Confer"I'm very surprised ," she said. "I
ence Pl ayer of the Year in the NY- didn't expect it. I'm really honNJ metropolitan area.
ored."
Maxwell led the Squirettes in
Maxwell did not hesitate to give
scori ng and rebound ing in 1983credit
to her teammates who, to84 and also finished her college
career with 1,020 rebounds. The gether compiled a 25-2 record , the
award from the ECAC is yet finest in Kean history. " I had a lot
another in a long line of ac- of help from my teamm ates," Maxcomplishments for the 5' 11 " for- well said . " I couldn't have done it
ward. Already this year Maxwell alone ."
Maxwell , who will graduate in
has been named to three all-tournament teams, the Jersey Athletic June, reflected on the awa rd and
Conference first team Al I-Star team the season . " I fee l good about it. I
and the New Jersey Collegiate Bas- set certain goals as a freshman and
ketball Coaches Association All - I've attained most of them. It's a
Star Team . With several other post- nice way to end college."

